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Abstract
The exponential increase in the explosion of Web-based user generated reviews has

resulted in the emergence of Opinion Mining (OM) applications for analyzing the users’

opinions toward products, services, and policies. The polarity lexicons often play a pivotal

role in the OM, indicating the positivity and negativity of a term along with the numeric score.

However, the commonly available domain independent lexicons are not an optimal choice

for all of the domains within the OM applications. The aforementioned is due to the fact that

the polarity of a term changes from one domain to other and such lexicons do not contain

the correct polarity of a term for every domain. In this work, we focus on the problem of

adapting a domain dependent polarity lexicon from set of labeled user reviews and domain

independent lexicon to propose a unified learning framework based on the information the-

ory concepts that can assign the terms with correct polarity (+ive, -ive) scores. The bench-

marking on three datasets (car, hotel, and drug reviews) shows that our approach improves

the performance of the polarity classification by achieving higher accuracy. Moreover, using

the derived domain dependent lexicon changed the polarity of terms, and the experimental

results show that our approach is more effective than the base line methods.

Introduction
The continuous increase in the content of social media forums and online review sites has pro-
pelled the emergence of Opinion Mining (OM) applications. The users’ reviews available
online about products, services, and policies assist consumers in their purchase decisions, and
assist businesses to receive the clients’ opinions quickly [1]. The main focus of the studies in
this area has been on issues, such as opinion detection [2], polarity classification at word [3],
sentence and document level [4], [5], feature extraction [6], opinion summary generation [7],
and polarity lexicon construction [8]. However, due to the growing interest in computing the
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exact polarity of terms within the OM applications, the polarity lexicon construction has
become an active area of research [9].

Polarity lexicon construction deals with creation of large lists of words and phrases, where
each word or phrase has positive, negative, or neutral polarity. The numeric score assigned to
each of the word often represents the magnitude of the polarity [1], [3], [10], [11].There are
three strategies for developing a polarity lexicon, namely: (i) manual, (ii) lexicon-based, and
(iii) corpus-based [8]. The manual strategy is based on selecting and annotating the words
manually by a group of experts. Such a strategy is costly in terms of time and the effort required
for manual work. Moreover, there is a chance of omitting important words that could be
included by other methods. The lexicon-based approach takes as an input an initial list of seed
words and expands the list with the use of domain independent lexicon, such as SentiWordNet
(SWN) [12]. The main disadvantage of such approach is that the final lexicon lacks the content
and concepts needed for processing specialized information. The corpus-based approach can
give sufficient coverage of such specialized content by learning the domain specific lexicon
over a training corpus of labeled reviews in a specific domain. For example, the polarity of the
word “heartbeat” is neutral (0.75) in the SWN. However, such a measure is inappropriate in
the drug domain, e.g., in the sentence “This drug is good enough as it normalizes my heartbeat.”
should have a positive polarity score. One possible solution for such problems is to modify the
polarity of the words by using the corpus-based approach [8].

In this study, we explore the viability of domain dependent polarity lexicon that is created
from the labeled reviews by adapting a domain independent polarity lexicon to a specific
domain. We propose a method based on the information theory concepts, SWN, and improved
feature weighting schemes. The proposed method is inspired by the previous studies performed
on adapting domain independent lexicon to a domain dependent polarity lexicon [8], [13],
[14], [15]. The previous studies [8], [13], [15], [16], [17] have used feature weighting and linear
programming methods to adapt the domain independent lexicon to a domain dependent
polarity lexicon to modify polarity of words over a limited set of labeled reviews. However, we
use the SWN, information theory concepts, and feature weighting methods to adapt the
domain independent polarity lexicon to a specific domain over a set of user generated reviews.

The main aim of the lexicon adaptation is to train the domain dependent polarities from the
labeled reviews in a specified domain. To accomplish the above, we extract the polarity tenden-
cies of the words by evaluating the mutual information with positive and negative reviews.
When a particular word has more contribution in the negative reviews, compared to positive
reviews, it is assumed to be of negative polarity, and vice versa. We also propose an improved
weighting method for modifying a word’s polarity by using the MMI to quantify the polarity of
a term, the frequency of a term (tf) within a document, and the inverse document frequency
(idf).

The proposed methods enable us to modify the polarity of words on a larger scale. We dem-
onstrate that such a large scale modification in the polarity of words has a significant role in
improving the accuracy of the polarity classification. Our experiments show that the resulting
lexicon is comparable to the existing lexicons in terms of accuracies obtained with the sentence
level polarity classification. The above is an important issue in many OM applications, includ-
ing opinion integration and summarization [18], [19], [20], [21]. We also perform accuracy-
based comparison of the proposed weighting with other term polarity updation methods. The
efficient data coverage of the proposed methods in specific domains is also presented to dem-
onstrate the qualitative effectiveness.

A synopsis of the contribution is listed below.
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1. The domain dependent lexicon is constructed by deriving it from domain independent lexi-
con over a set of labeled reviews.

2. Information theory concept: namely, Mutual Information (MI) is used to predict correct
polarity class and score of domain dependent term.

3. Improved term weighting scheme is proposed and implemented for modifying polarity
score of a word when there is a mismatch between SWN-based score and the newly com-
puted score using MI.

4. The results obtained from the number of experiments conducted on term updating methods
and polarity classification tasks using multiple datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of pro-
posed approach.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a review of related work. In sec-
tion 3, we present methodology of proposed approach. Experimental setup is presented in sec-
tion 4, which describes the datasets used, preprocessing, validation, evaluation metrics, and
discussion on achieved results. The final section concludes the work with a discussion on the
possible future work in this area.

RelatedWork
The polarity lexicon plays an important role in most of the OM applications, such as opinion
extraction [2], polarity classification [3], [4], feature extraction [6], and opinion summarization
[7]. Even though the domain independent polarity lexicon have been shown to be effective for
general purpose OM tasks [12], [16], [22], studies conducted by [8], [13], [14], [23], [24], [25],
[26], [27] demonstrate that polarity of word changes with the change in domain. Therefore,
more effective methods are required to develop a domain dependent polarity lexicon by adapt-
ing them from domain independent lexicon. We provide brief discussion of similar studies and
identify the major differences compared to our contributions.

Many methods for developing the domain independent lexicons have been proposed in the
recent past. Most of them rely on the existing lexical resources, such as Web documents, corpus
of user generated reviews, and some existing lexicons. The polarity scores of words in such lexi-
cons always take the value between 1 and -1. One of the popular OM polarity lexicons is the
SWN [12]. The SWN is based on the WordNet database [10]. Each entry (synsets) within the
SWN is given positive, negative, and objective scores within the range of 0.0 and 1.0, with the
overall sum of 1.0. The Synsets relationship and the Gloss descriptions are used to evaluate the
polarity of entries. In contrast to the work performed by [12], [22], Velikovich et al. [16] devel-
oped a polarity lexicon from a massive collection of Web documents using the graph propaga-
tion algorithm. The approach for the lexicon construction does not include the linguistic
resources, such as WordNet and POS Tagger, rather the index terms are used to evaluate the
polarity of terms with respect to the size and quality. The lexicon provides a sufficient coverage
of both of the positive and negative phrases, covering spelling omissions, and vulgarity in the
negative sentences expressed in social media posts. Another commonly used opinion lexicon is
the OpinionFinder, compiled manually from various resources and learnt over a corpus [22].
The OpinionFinder is comprised of approximately 7,000 entries. The entries in the lexicon
are labeled as strong and weak subjective, and each entry is also labeled as positive, negative,
or neutral. A sample entry from the OpinionFinder takes the form of type = strongsubj
word1 = avid, pos1 = adj, mpqapolarity = strongpos, which shows that the word “avid” when
taken as an adjective is strongly subjective and the polarity is strongly positive. We are using
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the SWN-based scores from [12] in our approach for the polarity classification and later on,
adapting the classification to specific domains.

The above mentioned approaches for the polarity lexicons are used for domain independent
OM applications. However, there is no domain independent lexicon that can assign the correct
polarity score to a word for every domain. This is due to the fact that the polarity score of a
word is generally domain dependent [8] and changes with the change in the domain. It gives
rise to development of domain adapted polarity lexicons with added functionality of words’
polarity modification.

The lexicon adaptation for different domains has improved the performance of various OM
applications, such as opinion orientation [4], [9] and sentence level opinion classification [13].
To develop such lexicon, some of the studies have adapted the domain independent lexicon to
domain specific by modifying the polarity of words using various approaches, such as tf x senti
[8], tf x MI [17] and Delta Scoring [28]. Wilson et al. [29] emphasized the importance of con-
text level polarity as compared to the prior polarity of a word. They defined numerous contex-
tual features for extracting the contextual polarities. Goeuriot et al. [30] developed the polarity
lexicon that deals with the health related OM. The resulting lexicon is obtained by merging the
SWN and the Subjectivity Lexicon (SL) that is based on the patient feedbacks to constitute
training and testing corpus. The polarity of domain specific words is changed by computing
the corresponding information gain. A corpus oriented bootstrapping technique is proposed in
[25] for creating a domain specific lexicon. The seed word list is dynamically updated by add-
ing the best hypothesis. The authors applied the algorithm on the MUC-4 terrorism domain
using eleven semantic classes. Based on the multiple linguistic resources, Souza et al. [31] pro-
posed a domain dependent polarity lexicon for the Portuguese language. In the approach, three
different polarity lexicons [1], [32] are adopted to construct a large and single opinion lexicon.

The main motivation of this work is the integer linear programming approach suggested by
[13], which modifies the polarity of the words based on the word and expression level con-
straints. For example, if a word has a positive polarity in a domain independent lexicon but
appears frequently in negative documents, then the polarity is modified to negative. In a recent
work [8], the authors address the issues of adapting domain independent polarity lexicon to a
domain dependent, and proposed a simple but an effective variant of the delta tf-idf weighting
scheme.

More importantly, although the existing recent studies have improved the performance of
OM applications, none provide a unified framework for combining domain independent,
domain dependent polarity lexicons. Moreover, none address the need for mutual information
based polarity modification scheme on lager datasets in different domains to improve the
polarity classification at the term and sentence level, which is what we address in this work.
The proposed framework is presented in Fig 1.

Methods
In this section, we propose a method for adapting a domain independent polarity lexicon to a
domain dependent lexicon. The method consists of three main steps: 1) first, we evaluate the
polarity of terms using a domain independent polarity lexicon; 2) second, the polarity classifi-
cation is performed by adapting a domain independent polarity lexicon to a specific domain by
modifying the existing Mutual Information (MI) definition and 3) finally, the new polarity
score is computed whenever there is a mismatch between the assignment from the domain
independent lexicon and the "derived domain dependent lexicon" based on the authors'
classification.
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Polarity Classification with Domain Independent Polarity Lexicon
To evaluate polarity of terms using a domain independent polarity lexicon, we choose to use
SWN [12], because of its sufficient word coverage and frequent updates. The SWN is a domain

Fig 1. Detailed architecture of proposed framework.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0140204.g001
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independent lexical resource available publically with more than 60,000 terms (synsets)
retrieved automatically fromWordNet [10].

As a first step, we evaluate each entry of SWN. Let each entry in SWN is represented as a set
of V terms:

Vi ¼< POS; swn:id; polþ; pol�; polo; S;G > ð1Þ

where POS represents part-of-speech of the entry, swn.id is the SentiWordNet key, pol+, pol-,
and polo are the positive, negative, and objective scores of vi such that pol+ + pol–+ polo = 1, S
[Vi] = {so, s1, s3, . . .., sn} are the synsets of Vi, and G is the gloss definition of Vi.

Each term is associated with three polarity scores: positive, negative and neutral, represented
as:<pol-, pol =, pol+>. These scores represent positivity, negativity and objectivity of each
term respectively. The value of each score ranges in the interval from 0.0 to 1.0, and their over-
all sum equals 1.0 for each term. An example entry from SWN is represented as:<n, 7478318,
0, 0.75, 0.25, Syncope\#1 swoon\#1, faint\#1, deliquim\#1, a spontaneous loss of consciousness
caused by insufficient blood to the brain>. This entry represents noun with the polarity scores
0.0, 0.75, and 0.25 (positive, negative and objective). It contains the terms Syncope, swoon,
faint and deliquim, and WordNet gloss “a spontaneous loss of consciousness caused by insuffi-
cient blood to the brain”.

To compute polarity of a term, we choose its dominant polarity “polswn(Vi)” as:

polswnðViÞ ¼
1 if maxðpolþ; pol�; poloÞ ¼ polþ

� 1 if maxðpolþ; pol�; poloÞ ¼ pol�

0 else

ð2Þ

8>><
>>:

The “Vi” is positive if the +ive score is greater than both–ive and objective score. We get
the–ive polarity by applying the same rule. The polarity is considered as objective if +ive and–
ive polarities are equal or the objective polarity is greater than +ive and–ive. For example, the
polarity window< pol+, pol–, polo> for a term “Insomnia” is<0.0, 0.75, 0.25>; therefore polswn
(“Insomnia”) = –0.75.

To evaluate the polarity of terms having multiple senses, we compute three mean values μ+,
μ–, and μo for all the synsets of a term “Vi” with respect to its part-of-speech (POS):

mþðVi; POSÞ ¼
1

numSyn

Xn

i¼1
polþðiÞ ð3Þ

m�ðVi; POSÞ ¼
1

numSyn

Xn

i¼1
pol�ðiÞ ð4Þ

moðVi; POSÞ ¼
1

numSyn

Xn

i¼1
poloðiÞ ð5Þ

where +, -, and o represent the mean polarity score (positive, negative, objective) of synset i for
term Vi, POS denotes part of speech (noun, adjective, verb, and adverb), and numSyn is the
total number of synsets of the term Vi.
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Derivation of Domain Dependent Lexicon
In this section, we present our technique for the derivation of domain dependent lexicon. The
proposed module updates the term’s polarity, if the occurrence of the term in training corpus
represents one category (+ive or–ive) and SWN indicates the other category.

Let L be a set of training sentences defined as:

L ¼ l1ðt1; .... tnÞ....... ln ððt1; .... tnÞ

Where li is the i-th training sentence and tj is the j-th training term.
Let U be a set of testing sentences defined as:

U ¼ u1ðt1; .... tnÞ....... un ððt1; .... tnÞ

Where ui is the i-th testing sentence and t j is the j-th testing term.
Our objective is to automatically predict the polarity class of all of the testing terms by com-

puting Mutual Information (MI).
Mutual Information. The MI is a statistical technique used to measure the mutual depen-

dence of two random variables by minimizing the uncertainty of one random variable on the
basis of other random variable’s information. We compute the MI to measure the relationship
between a term t and class label c, as:

MIðt; cÞ ¼ log
pðt; cÞ
pðtÞpðcÞ ð6Þ

Where p(t) and p(c) are the marginal probabilities of co-occurrence of term t and class label c
respectively. The p(t, c) is the joint co-occurrence probability of term t and label c. An example
2 x 2 contingency table for this computation is shown below.

Table 1 presents co-occurrence values for terms and class labels. We observe that for N
given labeled samples (N = A+B+C+D), A is the co-occurrence frequency of term t and class
label c, B is the frequency of term t without class label c, and C is the number of sentences with
class label c excluding the term t. Therefore the mutual information MI(t, c) of term t and class
label c is approximated as:

MIðt; cÞ ¼ log
A X N

ðAþ BÞX ðAþ CÞ ð7Þ

The zero value of MI indicates that the term and class label are independent; whereas, higher
the MI score, the greater the occurrence strength between t and c.

Predicting Term Polarity. To predict polarity inclination of term t with +ive or +ive class,
we take two class labels, the +ive label cp and -ive label cn. The term t is +ive provided that the
polarity score ofMI(t, cp) is higher than theMI(t, cn). The polarity score PolMI(t, cp) of term t

Table 1. Contingency table for term and class label.

t (term occurs) t (term does not occur)

c (class label occurs) A C A+C

�c(class label does not occur) B D B+D

B+C C+D N = A+B+C+D

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0140204.t001
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on class label cp is formulated from the linear combination ofMI(t, cp) andMI(t, cn) as:

PolMIðt; cpÞ ¼ bMIðt; cpÞ þ ð1� bÞð�MIðt; cnÞÞ ð8Þ

Similarly, we compute polarity score PolMI (t, cn) as:

PolMIðt; cnÞ ¼ bMIðt; cnÞ þ ð1� bÞð�MIðt; cpÞÞ ð9Þ

Where 0� β� 1 and it is the threshold reflecting the contributions ofMI(t, cp) andMI(t, cn).
To evaluate the contribution of term t in global feature space, we integrate PolMI(t,cp) and

PolMI(t,cn) as:

PolMIðtÞ ¼
PolMIðt; cpÞ if PolMIðt; cpÞ > PolMIðt; cnÞ
PolMIðt; cnÞ if PolMIðt; cnÞ > PolMIðt; cpÞ

0 if PolMIðt; cpÞ ¼ PolMIðt; cnÞ
ð10Þ

8>><
>>:

If PolMI (t, cp)> PolMI (t, cn) holds, then the polarity of the term t is positive, and the accu-
mulative PolMI (t) polarity score is considered to be positive. Conversely, if the polarity of term
t is negative, then the PolMI (t) score will be negative. For example, taking PolMI (t, cp) = 7 and
PolMI (t, cn) = 0.4, the term t tends to be positive and PolMI (t) = 7. If the value of PolMI (t, cp) is
less than that of the PolMI (t, cn) then the term t indicates a negative polarity. In the latter case,
if the polarity scores of the two class labels are equal then the polarity of the term t cannot be
identified. Therefore, the proposed technique can assign the correct polarity label to a term in a
testing corpus.

We take another case: the term t occurs 3 times in one negative review without appearing in
the rest of the negative reviews. In the meantime, the term t occurs once in each of the positive
reviews. Therefore, the term t tends to be positive. In our method, the value of PolMI (t, cp) is
larger than that of PolMI (t, cn), which indicates that the term t is more inclined to positive
class. Therefore, our technique can acquire the accurate polarity tendency of terms in the
corpus.

Table 2 shows a sample list of unigram and bigram from our car and drug dataset along
with SWN-based polarity and predicted polarity. We can see that most of the terms reflect
accurate polarity inclinations. The bigram “not_helpful” indicates that a negation “not” pre-
cedes the term “helpful”, which will be discussed in section “Pre-Processing”. When someone
is not satisfied with some drug, he can often express his sentiment as: “I was using Medrol for
the last one week for root canal issue, but it was not helpful for migraine”. Therefore, we need to
handle negations properly. There are certain outliers, such as, “Toyota” and “GLI” etc., which
will be discussed further in section “Results and Evaluation”.

Updating Term Polarity
When there is mismatch between the SWN-based average scores (Eq 3, Eq 4 and Eq 5) and the
PolMI (t) score of a term (Eq 10), we consider updating its polarity. For example, the term
“growth” has neutral polarity in SWN, while the corresponding PolMI (t) score is negative, indi-
cating that it has more inclination with the negative class. Similarly, the term “bathe” has a neu-
tral polarity in SWN; while it’s PolMI (t) score is positive, indicating that it has more tendencies
in positive class.

For computing new polarity of a term where a mismatch is found, we combine the term fre-
quency (tf), inverse document frequency (idf) and the polarity score PolMI (t).Therefore, the
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updated polarity score Polnew (t, r) for term t in review r is defined as:

Polnewðt; rÞ ¼ tf ðt; cÞ:idf ðtÞ X PolMIðtÞ ð11Þ
where tf (t, c) is frequency of term t in class c and idf(t) is the proportion of reviews where the
term t occurs, ignoring high frequency words in the review corpus (e.g. ‘the’, ‘not’, ‘is’, ‘be’).

As can be observed in Table 3, the proposed measure (Eq 11) has updated the polarity score
of the term “move” in the drug dataset. The term “move” appeared in a sentence like “He found
he was unable to move”, where it reflects to negative sentiment. The SWN-based dominant
polarity score of the “move” was 0.975 and the updated polarity score is -3.5.

MI-based Algorithm. Algorithm 1 provides the pseudo code of the steps of the proposed
MI-based technique for performing the polarity computation task.

Algorithm 1. MI-based sentiment polarity computation
• Input:
L: dataset; SWN: Lexicon
• Output: The updated polarity Pol_new(ti)
1. for each term ti occurring in L do
# Compute SWN based average score using Eqs (3), (4), and (5)

Table 2. Sample list of positive and negative unigram and bigram in drug and car domains.

Drug Domain Car Domain

Word SWN Polarity Predicted Polarity using Eq 10 Word SWN Polarity Predicted Polarity using Eq 10

bathe Neutral Positive Drive Neutral Positive

recovery Neutral Positive GLI Not found Positive

anti-Inflammatory Neutral Positive ride Neutral Positive

child-proof Neutral Positive XLI Not found Positive

safe dose Not found Positive air bags Not found Positive

frozen shoulder Not found Negative reading lights Not found Negative

growth Neutral Negative repair Neutral Negative

Stomach Neutral Negative price Neutral Negative

Move Neutral Negative cold starting Not found Negative

day blindness Not found Negative grinding noise Not found Negative

not_helpful Not found Negative not_working Not found Negative

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0140204.t002

Table 3. Words and their polarity coverage.

No. Word SWN Score (Eqs
3, 4 and 5)

tf(t, c). idf(t) x PolMI

(t) (Eq 11)
Example Sentence Dataset

1 bathe 1 (neutral) 3.5 (positive) He bathed the grazed knee with boiled water. Drug

2 relax 0.625 (neutral) 3.0(positive) alpha blocker can relax muscle, to treat urinary retention and hypertension Drug

3 growth 1 (Neutral) 4.5(Negative) The doctor found a cancerous growth on the left breast. Drug

4 drive 1 (neutral) 2.6(Positive) My new 2015 Camry is great! it’s fun to drive Car

5 hospital 0.8125 (neutral) 4.42(Negative) He is in hospital with an infectious tropical illness. Drug

6 move 0.975 (Neutral) 3.5(Negative) He found he was unable to move Drug

7 brakes 0.782(Neutral) 2.2(Negative) Sentra really not as reliable in brakes especially in wet conditions Car

8 Toyota 1(Neutral) 2.6 (positive) Toyota Camry is very dependable and comfortable car. Car

9 cruise
control

not found 3.0 (negative) Jeep Grand Cherokee 2013 has a great drive but the cruise control is horrible.
when you set the cruise on 60 it will vary from 55 to 65 up and down hill

Car

10 ride 1(Neutral) 1.5(positive) Quiet and soft ride which made us go to the Mercedes Car

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0140204.t003
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2. Calculate Avg_SWN_Score(ti)
# Compute pol (t, cp) and pol (t, cn) using Eqs (8) and (9)

3. for each class label ci in {+, -} do
Calculate pol (t, cp) and pol (t, cn)

# Compute PolMI (t) score using formula (10)
4. If PolMI (t, cp) > PolMI (t, cn)
5. PolMI (ti) PolMI (t, cp)
6. else if PolMI (t, cn) > PolMI (t, cp)
7. PolMI (ti) PolMI (t, cn)
8. else if PolMI (t, cp) = PolMI (t, cn)
9. PolMI (ti) 0
# In case of mismatch between polarity scores calculated at step#2 and

step#3–9, update polarity of ti using formula(11)
10. Polnew (ti) Calculate(tf(ti, ci) � idf (ti) � PolMI (ti))
11. return Polnew(ti)

Experimental Setup
We implemented all of the algorithms presented in section “Updating Term Polarity” and section
“Results and Evaluation” using python and Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [33]. The lemma-
tization features were also incorporated using the NLTK library to boost the performance of the
proposed algorithms. To implement, test, and evaluate the effectiveness of proposed approach,
multiple datasets [34] were used to conduct the experiments. This study did not involve any
experimental research on humans or animals; hence an approval from an ethics committee was
not applicable in this regard. The data collected from the online forums are publicly available
data and no personally identifiable information of the forum users were collected or used for this
study. The following sections provide details of the datasets, experiments and results.

Datasets
To validate the practical usefulness of the proposed approach, we use three publically available
datasets, namely: (i) car reviews (C), (ii) hotel reviews (H), and drug reviews (D). Car and
Hotel reviews are available at: https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/OpinRank+Review
+Dataset, whereas drug reviews are obtained from publically available dataset (available at
http://ir.cs.georgetown.edu/data/adr/).AlchemyAPI (http://www.alchemyapi.com/api) is used
to classify reviews into positive, negative and neutral polarity. Such information is stored in a
separate text file to constitute the entire corpus. We divide the corpus into a training dataset
and a testing dataset, and store them in separate text files.

The training dataset consists of 7,200 reviews with 47% positive, negative and 6% neutral
reviews. The testing dataset includes the remaining of the 16,800 reviews, with 53.33% positive,
36.66% negative, and 10% neutral reviews. During the training session, we systematically
include the training samples until the completion of the entire training dataset, and analyze the
performance on the testing dataset.

Pre-Processing
The data is cleansed by passing through the pre-processing module as:

1. Html parser [30] is used to extract clean contents into text files by removing the html tags
and the unnecessary metadata information.

2. We identify the sentence boundaries by breaking the cleaned text into sentences. Case-con-
version, spelling correction, and stop words removal is performed with the help of fre-
quently used stop-word list [17].
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3. To obtain the sentence structure, all of the corpus sentences are parsed by using the Stan-
ford parser [35]. The parser assigns POS tags to each of the word in sentence. In addition
to full parsing, we also perform shallow parsing [8] on each of the sentence to split the
sentence into group of related phrases, such as noun phrase, verb phrase, and preposi-
tional phrase.

4. As identified in [36], stemming is not applicable as it degrades the accuracy of classification.

5. As presented in the work performed by [17], we discard the negation terms from reviews by
appending the tag “not_” to the terms following the negation terms in a review. For exam-
ple, the review “the pain killer didn’t work effectively.” can be changed to “the pain killer
not_work not_effectively”.

Validation
For supervised machine learning algorithm, we need two distinct parts of dataset, namely:
training and testing. The two separate parts of one dataset ensures the true evaluation of the
methods’ performance. Therefore, during each run, more than one run of the experiments are
usually required with distinct datasets. We ran the experiments by using a special case of the
N-fold cross validation, called Leave-One-Out-Cross Validation (LOOCV) [37]. The process
consists of splitting the dataset into N folds (5–10 folds), where N -1 folds are used for training
and the remaining one is used for testing the system. In such a case, we used the 5-fold cross
validation. For each run, 4 of the five folds are used for training, and one for testing. The per-
formance of classifier is estimated by taking average over all 5 experiments.

There are two types of features used commonly in polarity classification, namely: unigram
and bigram, which we use for comparing the proposed technique with other polarity updating
approaches, including the Delta-Scoring, tf x MI, and tf x senti.

• Delta-Scoring: It computes a new polarity based on (Δtf) idf score of a term [28].

• tf x MI: It assigns a new polarity based on term frequency and mutual information [17].

• tf x senti: It assigns a polarity based on Term frequency and SentiWordNet [8].

• tf x idf x MI (our) It assigns updated polarity based on computation performed in Eq 11.

Evaluation Metrics
We use precision, recall, F-score, and accuracy for measuring the performance of the proposed
technique in our experiments because they are considered as benchmark metrics for evaluating
performance of classifier.

The precision, recall, F—score, and accuracy are computed as:

Precision ¼ TP
TP þ FP

ð12Þ

Recall ¼ TP
TP þ FP

ð13Þ
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F �measure ¼ 2ðprecisionÞðrecallÞ
precisionþ recall

ð14Þ

Accuracy ¼ TP þ TN
TPþ FPþ TNþ FN

ð15Þ

where, True Positive TP is the number of positive reviews correctly classified, False Positive FP
is the number of negative reviews incorrectly classified as a positive, True Negative TN is the
number of negative reviews correctly classified, and False Negative FN is the number of positive
reviews incorrectly classified as a negative are shown in Table 4.

Results and Evaluation
In this section, we elucidate the quantitative results with qualitative analysis obtained from the
experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach by using various evaluation
metrics.

The First experiment was conducted to evaluate the effect of sentiment score pol(t) com-
puted in Eq 11. Recalling the results presented in Table 3, almost all of the top 10 polarity
scores of positive and negative words and phrases in drug and Car domain reflect correct polar-
ity orientation. There are some outliers which need to be analyzed. The term “Toyota” always
depict neutral polarity without context. However, the “Toyota” is a leading automobile manu-
facturer having corporate credibility among its customers. There are 25 reviews about the
Toyota products in our dataset, and 95% of them are positive. Therefore, the term “Toyota”
has strong inclination with positive class.

Eight of the eleven reviews on “ride” are marked as positive, and the remaining three are
labeled as negative. Therefore, the term “ride” has more tendency towards positive class. As in
the previous case, it is enough to observe that the terms “relax” and “hospital” have strong
inclinations towards positive and negative classes respectively. Because the former is included
in 18 positive reviews and 2 negative reviews and the later occurs in 10 negative reviews and in
2 positive reviews.

Recalling the results in Table 2, the terms “GLI” and “XLI” are the two brands of an automo-
bile company whose vehicles gained remarkable recognition in our dataset. The most of the
reviews on drugs refereeing to the term “anti-Inflammatory” are positive (20 positive and 4
negative). The term “stomach” in SWN has neutral polarity, whereas it appears frequently in
the negative reviews of our drugs dataset (3 positive and 20 negative), such as “stomach prob-
lem”. Therefore, the term “stomach” is considered in the negative class. Therefore, our tech-
nique captures correct sentiment inclinations of terms in given datasets.

The second experiment was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of tf x idf x MI based on
the unigram. The Fig 2 shows the accuracy-based comparisons of the three datasets. The value
of β on unigram for each dataset is shown in Fig 3. Our technique, tf x idf x MI, achieves the
best performance for all datasets. The tf x MI and tf x idf x MI outperforms the other two polar-
ity updating methods consistently. The accuracy of tf x idf x MI is about 2.66% higher than

Table 4. Different combinations of actual and predicted parameters.

Data Class Actual Predicted

Positive TP FN

Negative FP TN

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0140204.t004
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that of tf x MI in the three datasets. On the other hand, the delta scoring gives poor perfor-
mance in all of the datasets due to multiple senses and meanings of a given word in a docu-
ment. The tf x MI performs better than delta scoring on the average accuracy in the three
datasets.

In Fig 4 we observe the comparisons on the polarity updating methods for bigram. The
value of β on bigram for each dataset is shown in Fig 5. In this experiment, our technique, tf x
idf x MI, achieves promising results in all datasets with improved accuracy. It is worth men-
tioning that the tf x MI shows poor performance than tf x senti and delta scoring for bigram in
Drug reviews. Our technique achieves significant performance over the comparing methods in
all datasets.

Fig 2. Unigram-based accuracy comparison of the proposedmethod with baseline methods.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0140204.g002

Fig 3. Unigram-based accuracies of the proposedmethod (tf x idf x MI) w.r.t varying value of β.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0140204.g003
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Moreover, we observe that classification accuracies on drug reviews based on unigram and
bigram are higher than those in car and hotel reviews. The opinions expressed on drugs are
often more pragmatic than those of other products. For example, a review of a drug is written
as: “While taking this drug, I felt immense relief in cyanosis; I love its pleasant taste.” The
terms “immense”, “relief”, “love”, and “pleasant” express highly positive sentiments. Similarly,
the negative opinions expressed on a drug, such as “Loopy feeling, tired, very thirsty, when I
take this drug”. The terms “Loopy”, “tired”, and “very thirsty” express intensive negative polar-
ity opinions.

Finally, we observe that the effect of changing the value of β on unigram and bigram respec-
tively. As described earlier, the polarity score of term t for class label c is the linear combination
of MI with a positive class label cp and a negative positive class label cn. Fig 3and Fig 5 show
that tf x idf x MI achieves best results when the value of β ranges between {0.4 and 1}. For the

Fig 4. Bigram-based accuracy comparison of the proposedmethod with baseline methods.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0140204.g004

Fig 5. Bigram-based accuracies of the proposedmethod (tf x idf x MI) w.r.t varying value of β.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0140204.g005
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unigram, the value of β should be within {0.4 to 0.8}, and for bigram, it ranges from 0.7 to 1.0.
Overall, our technique achieves the higher accuracy results as compared to all of the other
techniques.

The fourth experiment is conducted to measure the practical effectiveness of our derived
polarity lexicon on the sentence polarity classification task. We used the vote-flip algorithm
[30] for calculating the polarity of sentences by classifying them as being positive, negative, and
neutral. Such a basic algorithm (Algorithm 2) provides a simple mechanism to evaluate our
lexicon.

The algorithm keeps track of the matched positive and negative unigram and bigram from
the lexicon and whichever has the maximum votes is deemed the winner. The algorithm flips
the output if there are an odd number of negations.

As we are considering documents (reviews), we applied the algorithm at the document level
to a corpus of 24,000 reviews, among which, 7,200 were training reviews and 16,800 were test
reviews. A document/review is negative, if it contains most of the negative sentences. We
applied the algorithm to the user reviews for labeling them as positive, negative and neutral.

Algorithm 2. Vote Flip Algorithm
• Input:

Lexicon L
Sentence S
Negation terms NEG

• Output:
Polarity = {POSITIVE, NEGATIVE, NEAUTRAL}
1. for each term t in S
2. set pos, neg, ngt = 0 // term opinion count
3. If polL > 0 then pos++
4. else if polL<0 then neg—
5. else if t Ɛ NEG then ngt++
6. flip = (ngt mod 2 = = 1) // check if ngt is odd
7. if (pos>neg and not flip) or (neg>pos and flip) then
8. return POSITIVE
9. else if (pos>neg and flip) or (neg>pos and not flip) then
10. return NEGATIVE
11. else
12. return NEAUTRAL

The Fig 6 shows the accuracy results obtained by applying the vote flip algorithm on each of
the comparing lexicon. We can observe that results are not very much high, with respect to
general performances of sentiment analysis classifiers. This is because the algorithm we used is
quite simple and it only keeps track of the sentiment terms. However, it shows the effectiveness
of opinion terms for analyzing sentiments. Furthermore, our lexicon demonstrates promising
results for both training and testing corpus.

Tables 5 and 6 show for each lexicon and each sentiment polarity, the precision, recall, and
F-score on three datasets. We observe that our lexicon delivered better results for positive
reviews than the negative or neutral regardless of the dataset. However, for neutral reviews
there was a no improvement in the results, suggesting that the algorithm can further yield
improved results, if proportion of neutral reviews was increased in the training dataset.

On the testing dataset experiment, we can observe that proposed lexicon produces good
results for both positive and negative reviews, which shows its effectiveness. The low neutral
results depict that our algorithm does not consider the neutral reviews. A sentence is declared
neutral if it contains equal distribution of positive and negative words. Moreover, the low neu-
tral scores can be analyzed by the fact that we adopted a simple algorithm which does not take
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into account the semantic features in the sentences and considers only the opinion or non-
opinion terms. However, enhanced algorithms for sentiment classification need to cope with
semantic features in sentences.

Lexicon Coverage
The algorithms produced the polarity lexicon that provides sufficient coverage to the domain-
specific terms. The lexicon contains 1,314 terms, 65% positive, 30% negative, and 15% neutral.
A majority of the terms (67%) pertaining to the drug and car dataset stored in the newly
adapted lexicon are not present in the SWN. For example, ultrasound (+ve), frozen shoulder
(-ve), heat spots (-ve), lazy eye (negative), side effect (-ve), were not covered. Among the words
that belong to SWN, 71% have the different polarity class and score; a partial list of such words
is presented in Table 3.

Majority of the differences are due to the connotation of terms in specific domain: a repair
can be pleasant in general lexicon, but not for automobile matters; growth in drug domain
mainly refers to ill enlargement of some organ due to chronic disease. The polarity differences
between SWN and proposed domain dependent lexicon supports our assumption that domain
dependent lexicon is appropriate for specific domains.

Conclusions and Future Work
For the past several years, the OM applications are getting popular among online users for
knowing about products, policies, and services. The OM has many applications including
polarity classification, feature extraction, question answering, summary generation, and polar-
ity lexicon construction.

Table 5. Experimental results on training datasets (P = Precision, R = Recall, F = F-Score).

Positive Negative Neutral

Method P R F P R F P R F

SWN 0.77 0.41 0.53 0.19 0.41 0.26 0.02 0.15 0.03

Demiroz 0.73 0.57 0.59 0.2 0.44 0.29 0.019 0.12 0.04

Proposed 0.79 0.6 0.66 0.24 0.44 0.31 0.011 0.04 0.003

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0140204.t005

Fig 6. Accuracy comparison of Vote Flip Algorithm on each Lexicon.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0140204.g006
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Our aim in this study was to address the problem of constructing a domain-dependent
polarity lexicon from a labeled set of reviews by adapting a domain-independent polarity lexi-
con to a specific domain. We studied and introduced polarity classification of a terms using
domain-independent polarity lexicon, formulated an information theory model to derive
domain-dependent polarity lexicon, presented a mathematical transformation into improved
polarity modification method. We evaluated the performance of our proposed method on a
simple sentence level polarity classification algorithm and measured the effectiveness of our
approach by applying a number of metrics to compare the results with existing polarity lexi-
cons and polarity modification methods. The results demonstrated that our proposed method
can learn and assign the correct polarity scores to a new domain dependent polarity words.

The quantitative evaluation of the proposed method against the baseline methods shows
that: (a) for a specific domain our method can provide a sufficient coverage of required opin-
ionated text; (b) derived domain-specific lexicons have achieved improved performance in a
real-world and manually built datasets; (c) polarity classification performance can be improved
significantly with resulting adapted lexicon; and (d) threshold adjustment provides increased
accuracy for the polarity classifications. The proposed framework is quite generalized and
capable of classifying the opinionated text in any specific domain.

In the future, we will exploit semantic and contextual knowledge to classify the opinions in
a better fashion. We also plan to incorporate context-aware features and evaluate the perfor-
mance of other OM applications, such as multi-class opinion orientation and summarization.
An automatic adjustment of threshold and weighting parameters in different domains with
more lexicons will also be explored for optimal performance.
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